MANDATORY BIDDERS’ VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
ITB #ESD112-DE-19A

February 7, 2019
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (Pacific Time)
Via Zoom

Invited Attendees .................. Bidders that are interested in responding to the DigitalEdge ITB #ESD112-DE-19A

DigitalEdge Presenters .............. Jeff Strunk, Purchasing Manager
Bunny Stevens, Purchasing Project Coordinator, DigitalEdge

Agenda

10:00 – 10:05........Introduction and Overview
10:05 – 10:10..........Purpose of the Webinar
10:10 – 10:15.........Regarding current contracts
10:15 – 10:20........Comprehensive Contract
10:20 – 10:30.........Timeline review
10:30 – 10:45.........Highlights from the ITB
10:45 – 10:55.........Questions and Answer Session
10:55 -11:00..........Break (five minutes)
11:00 – 11:40........Bidding, Bid Submittal and Evaluation of the Bids
11:40 – 11:50........Questions and Answer Session
11:55 – 12:00........Closing Remarks
12:00......................Adjourn